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Extremality and the Global Markov Property. 
I. The Euclidean Fields on a Lattice 
BOGUSLAW ZEGARLI~KI 
Uniwrsiry of Wrociffw. Wroclas. Pohd 
Communicared by T. Hida 
We give general conditions for extremality and the global Markov property of 
Gibbs measures for an attractive Markov specification. As a special case we prove 
the global Markov property for the FKG-maximal Gibbs measures p +. which give 
models of Euclidean Field Theory on the lattice. 1 I987 Academic Press. Inc 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study the problems of extremality and the global 
Markov property for an attractive Markov local specification d of a system 
on a lattice with an unbounded single spin state space. It is known (e.g., 
[7, 3]), that if such a specification d is compact, then there exist unique 
FKG-maximal Gibbs (for c?) states p*, which are the extremal Gibbs 
measures. In the case of compact single spin state space it has been shown 
(see [S, 6]), that p t have the global Markov property. In our paper, first, 
we give the criterion on a Gibbs measure, which assures the extremality 
and the global Markov property in general case, when a single spin state 
space can be unbounded. Such a case is important, since it contains the 
Euclidean fields on the lattice. (Note, that in Euclidean Field Theory the 
global Markov property has important physical interpretation, see, e.g., 
[ 1, 81.) Our first criterion is applicable to the FKG-maximal Gibbs 
measures for any compact (attractive and Markov) specification on a lat- 
tice, and so it gives in particular the proof of the global Markov property 
for the FKG-maximal Gibbs measures, which define the Euclidean Field 
Theories on a lattice. It extends the results of [5, 61. Note also, that our 
criterion is also applicable in the case of noncompact specification. (If the 
single spin state space is unbounded, then usually a local specification, 
which is Markov, is noncompact.) 
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Second, we give another criterion on a Gibbs measure for extremality 
and the global Markov property, which could be applicable also for non- 
FKG-maximal Gibbs measures. It is interesting to note (see a hypothesis in 
[6]), that our method used in the proofs makes clear, why in the case of 
attractive markov specifications the extremal Gibbs measures should have 
the global Markov property (at least if the interaction is not too bad). 
Let us also note, that the global Markov property for the case of systems 
of unbounded spins on a lattice has been proven: for the specifications, 
which fulfil the Dobrushins uniqueness condition in [2] and also for some 
particular specifications not fulfiling this condition in [9]. (The present 
paper is based on the ideas of [9], as also on the results obtained by the 
author in [lo].) 
For the Euclidean fields in the two-dimensional continuum the global 
Markov property has been proven in the cases of weak trigonometric [ I] 
and exponential [S] interactions. (We refer also to these papers for more 
detailed information about the literature concerning the extremality and 
the global Markov property problems.) 
1. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
Let f be a countable set and let 9 be the family of finite subsets of r. By 
p0 we denote a countable base of 9, i.e., 
~~~:=(A~E~:A,~CA,,+,,vAE93n,n~n,,~,,.. (1) 
For A c f we write A” = r\A. We assume, that for any point iE r a set 
a{ i)’ of nearest neighbours is associated. For any A c f the boundary aA’ 
of A’ is defined by 
iid:= u a(i}’ n A. (2) 
It .f 
Let ( Yi, .a,), ig r, be a Polish space with the a-algebra of Bore1 sets. 
Following [7, Sect. 91 we assume, that each Y;(iE r) is equipped with a 
partial order relation di, which is directed upwards and downwards, i.e., 
vy  E Y;, 3y', y" E Y,, ~'<,)'6iJ"' (3) 
and closed, i.e., 
{b,Y’)E YiX Y;:y6iy’{ is closed in Y, x Yj (4) 
we say, that a function f: Yi -+ If3 is increasing if 
vy, .v'E Y,, YG.Y'=>f(Y)bf(Y'). (5) 
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We assume, that for any y, y’ E Y,, y # y’ there exists a fi Y, -+ R con- 
tinuous, bounded, and increasing with 
f(Y) zfw). (6) 
Let (Q, C):= iYIET( Y,, %fi). For A Ed by Z,, we denote the o-algebra 
generated by the sets of the form Xi, ,1 A Jlt ,,, Y, (A i E $). We have 
By definition ,X is the smallest a-algebra containing U.s C,, . For any A c r 
we define Z,, as the o-algebra generated by IJ ,,’ E .r E,, n ,,, . In particular for 
A E .S we define the a-algebra Z.,, , for which we have 
A,,A?E.F, A ] = A, - LT..,; = G; 
The o-algebra at infinity C, is defined by 
(8) 
c, := (-J z,,,. (9) 
1 E !F 
On (Q, C) the product partial order 6 is defined as follows [7, Sect. 91 
co, 0’ En, w<cow’ot/iEf, w, di co,!. (10) 
By this definition (from property (3)) the order d is directed upwards and 
downwards, i.e., 
VCOEQ, 3p, L;)EQ, fgdo6b (11) 
and (from (4)) measurable [7, Sect. 91, i.e., 
(((o,W’)E52xSZ:wdo’)ECx~. (12) 
We say, that a function F: Q + R is increasing if 
o<w’~F(o)fF(u’). (13) 
For A c r by ‘a,, (resp. $3,;) we denote the set of all bounded 
IA-measurable (and increasing, resp.) real functions on Q. By ‘?I and ‘8’ 
we denote the sets of functions with the above properties, but which are 
Z-measurable. The subsets of all nonnegative elements in ai, ‘%’ is 
denoted by ‘a!,+, %!I’ +. 
The set of probability measures on (!2, C) is denoted by M. For p E M 
and for a Z-measurable function F by p(F) the expectation value of F with 
the measure p is denoted. By E,(F( C,) we denote the conditional expec- 
tation of F with respect to a o-algebra C,, associated to a measure p. From 
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our assumptions about the order (in ( Y,, 9,)) it follows, that IJ,- 2Ij, is the 
determining class for M, i.e., for any p, p’ E A4 and any A E 9, 
VFE%ljl, P(F)=P (F)*~lr,,=~‘l_r,,. (14) 
In the set M we define the FKG-order by 
p<FK.Gp’~VF~21’ p(F)dp’(F). (15) 
For pcM if 
VAEF, VFE%,,, E,(FI c/l< 1 E ‘LI,, (16) 
We say, that ~1 has the local Markov property, and if 
VQcr, VFE‘Q EJFI I&) E ‘L[,,, (17) 
we say, that p has the global Markov property and write p E GMP. 
A local specification is a family d := {En, },, t .rz, which consists of 
functions 
E:,, : Rx/r-, [O, l] (18) 
such, that 
(i) VAEF VJ~EL?, E;,(.)EM and th e restriction of this measure to 
LA, coincides with the point measure 6,,,. 
(ii) VAEF, VFECU, E>,(F)eW,,,. 
(iii) Compatibility condition 
A,, A,EP, A,nl,~E,~E,,;=E,,~. 
A local specification & = { Encj,, t ,P is called 
attractive, if 
VA ~9, VFE~I’, E,&(F) E 2l l 
Markov, if 
(19) 
(20) 
VAE.F, VF’E~I,,, E:,<(F) E 2I,-,, 
The set of Gibbs measures for d is defined by 
(21) 
3(g):= {~LMM:VAEF, ,uE,,<=pj. (22) 
The set of extremal points of B(b) (i.e., the set of these measures in 3(&j, 
which cannot be represented as a convex linear combination of other 
elements from $(a) is denoted by JY(E). 
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If 8 is Markov, then from definition (16) any ~1 E 9(&) has the local 
Markov property, however it can happen, that p $ GMP (see, e.g., [6,8]). 
The measures ,U + E 9?(a), for which 
are called FKG-maximal Gibbs measures. 
2. THE CRITERIA FOR EXTREMALITY AND THE 
GLOBAL MARKOV PROPERTY 
With the notation of Section 1 we have: 
PROPOSITION 1. Lrt B = {E,,, l,, t .? be an attractive local specification on 
a standard Bore1 space (0, C) with a partial order <. Let p E 9(d). If there 
exists coo E R such, that: 
then 
moreover if & is Markov, then 
p E GMP. 
Prooj: Let PE$(&) fultil the conditions (C). We will consider only the 
first case in (Cii), since the proof for the second one is almost the same (we 
will give the idea). 
Extremality. Let FE Iu’ +. From attractivity (20) of 6 we have 
VAE.9, ViEA’, u; <i co; =a E$( F) < E$( F). (23) 
Because lim,, E:&(F) exist and are equal to E,(FlC,)(o) for ~---.a. WEQ 
(e.g., [4, 7]), so using (23) and (C) we have p - a.e. 
E,,(FjZ,)(o)=lf~ El,“,(F)<l!g E$(F)=p(F). (24) 
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From that, using the definition of conditional expectation value and the 
fact, that F is nonnegative, we get equality 
E,,(FI Ccc )(a) = P(F), p - a.e. (25) 
hence, because 211 + determines M, 
~,(w,N~)=P(~L p - a.e. (26) 
which is the necessary and sufftcient condition (e.g., [4. 71) for 
/l E a?qa). (27) 
In the second case of (Cii) the inequality signs in (23) and (24) are 
changed; the rest of arguments are the same. 
GMP. Let us assume also, that d is Markov. Let Q c f be arbitrary 
subset. Let A E F, A n Q # @ and A n Q’ # 0. For o” E a we define the 
measures 
where 
~Q,~,~O.n(.):=I’E~~nQ)i(.) (28) 
(b3Q)ic (cop x coop),:= ;; 
iEQ’ 
I iEQ, 
(29) 
and the integration in (28) is over o. The global Markov property will be 
proven with the aid of 
LEMMA 1 ([5,6]). If 
then 
p E GMP. 
We show, that for an attractive Markov specification Q and a measure 
PEG, the condition (C) imply (30) and so GMP. Let xnc denote the 
characteristic function of the set 
Let FE ‘$I;, (A, E 9). We have for A E 9, A, c A (with 6, 6’ defined as in 
(29) and w, w’ the integration variables) 
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where in the last step we have used attractivity and the compatibility con- 
ditions of 8, i.e., for w  E supp x,,, 
kJ':;,(EznQ, (0) 6 E;;:(E&(F)) = E;:(F). (31') 
Hence, because lime E$ = p from (Ci) and lirn,% ~x,,~ = 1 from (Cii), we 
have 
(In the second case of (Cii): The sign of inequalities in (31), (31’), and (32) 
are changed. In the last line of (3 1) the plus sign is changed into a minus. 
In (32) lim sup is changed into lim inf.) 
On the other hand 
where we have used attractivity of &. Hence, using (Cii) 
p(F) 6 lim id pQ. ($, ..1(F). (34) .F,) 
(In the second case of (Cii) the signs of inequalities in (33), (34) are 
changed. Moreover on r.h.s. of (33) we take a minus sign instead of a plus 
and in (34) we take lim sup instead of lim inf.) From (32) and (34) we get 
lim PQ, w”, A(F) = Am. (35) 3" 
But u.,+UJ, is determining for M, so 
(30) 
which ends the proof of GMP. 1 
Conditions (Ci) and (Cii ) are independent. We have also, that: 
If p~Z9(6), then the set (Ci), of these o E Sz, for which (Ci) holds is of 
u-measure one. 
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The set { Cii), of these o EQ, for which (Cii) holds is nonempty for any 
/LEM. 
In the important case of J’KG-maximal measures p + E ??(a) for a com- 
pact attractive specification & (possibly defined on some subset Q, c 52, 
e.g., [7, 31) one can prove, that 
ici),,, n (Ciij,,* #la. (36) 
It obviously holds for an attractive & defined on Q= X,, ,-Y, if for each 
ie f, Yi has maximal and minimal elements w,+ and o, , respectively. Then 
(C) holds with ~“~52, op=o,?, respectively. The problem of GMP (for 
Markov attractive a), i.e., the problem does p E &9(A) imply ,D E GMP, in 
this case of R has been solved for FKG-maximal measures p+ in [S] and 
[6]. (Our (C) is based on the ideas of these works.) 
Second, conditions (C) holds (see: for (Ci) in [3, Proposition IV.41, and 
(Cii) follows easily from Lemma 11.1 in [2]) in the case of compact attrac- 
tive specifications on 9& c Rr, f 3 Z” (cvl, is the subset of tempered sequen- 
ces) considered in [2] and [3]. Between these specifications the especially 
important for application in theoretical physics are the attractive Markov 
specilications d = { EAc l,, c F, which can be defined on Q = R”” as follows: 
where 6,,, is the point measure concentrated at o E 9, do>,, := l&, n dw,, dw, 
are the Lebesgue measures on [w the interaction U,,(o) is given by 
U,,(o):= 1 U(0,) + + 1 o,(( -A +m;) co),, 
where U(w,) is a bounded from below real function, m,, > 0, A is the 
lattice Laplacean: (-Ao)i:=2dwi-C,E,i,l, wj. (Now a(i)‘:= {j~z”: 
Cf=, jj’- i’l = 1 }.) F rom our Proposition 1 we have 
COROLLARY. Let 4yh he an attractive Markov specification given by the 
restriction of a speciJication (37) to (Y*,, C n sfl,). If 4, is compact, then 
there exist the FKG-maxima! measures p f E 9(&‘,) ,for which condition (C) 
holds, and so 
However, even if &&,& is compact, d can be noncompact. For example if 
U = 0 and m0 > 0 a constant, then the specification & defined by (37) and 
(38) is noncompact on 52 = R”‘, but our condition applies well to any 
p E %(&). In fact if &&, is compact and %(&,<fi) is a one point set, then our 
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(C) holds for any p E au(&), and so for any extremal p we have p E GMP in 
this case. 
The natural question arises: whether for any ~1 E B(a), for any attractive 
specification & the intersection (Ci), n { Cii}, is nonempty, and so it is 
possible to prove GMP by above method. We don’t give the answer to this 
question, but we want to remark, that the different (weaker) condition on a 
Gibbs measure (for an attractive Markov 8) for extremality and GMP can 
be given as follows: 
PROPOSITION 2, Let d be an attractive specification on a standard Bore1 
space (a, C) M’ith a partial order Q. Let PO c p be a fixed countable base. 
v- 
3~” E CL?, p-Vu E 52, 3g, tic { Ci),, +I0 E 9 such that VA E Yo(Ao c A) 
Wl,>,l, d q&,c > W~~/l d 03,p/v, (39) 
then 
p E ac!J(&), 
and if Q is Markov 
p E GMP. 
Prooj: We prove only GMP, since extremality is obvious. Let Q be an 
unbounded subset of I-. Let O.I’ E Q. Then for any FE 2l’)?, A E 9 we have 
(with AEY~, AcA): 
(40) 
If o0 E 52 fulfils (39) then from attractivity and compatibility conditions 
of d 
for the adequate 0, (r, depending on o and o” (here 3’ is defined as in (29) 
but with 0 instead of wo). From the fact, that 0, cij E { Ci}, we get 
lim E’” E;“,i’,Q)‘(F)=p(F) 
9” /I’ 
for p - a.a. o E 0. Hence, since U.F21j, determines M, so 
(42) 
(43) 
(44) 
and from Lemma 1 we conclude. that 
p E GMP. 
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